Employer Questionnaire

Credential Credits USM

Please answer the following questions if you would like The Office for Prior Learning Assessment to consider credits at the University of Southern Maine for credentials or certificates you sponsor.

1. State your company or organization.
2. List the training program you wish to be considered and certificates offered.
3. For each program, identify the time commitment in hours for the participants.
4. For each program, identify outcomes that the training is trying to convey.
5. For each program, identify any assessment tools used to evaluate the participants.
6. For each program, identify the qualifications and identities of the training personnel.
7. List any other institutions that grant college credit for the training program(s) you offer.
8. Do you require minimum qualifications for participants to take your course or training? (For example, what is their educational level; what is their position?)

PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONAL FURTHER INFORMATION THAT WOULD HELP US ASSESS YOUR PROGRAM.
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